How to install a cb radio in a dodge ram
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Jan 27, Joined Jun 21, Messages Reaction score Our group makes use of good old fashioned
CB's for communications, and I finally got around to installing one in the pickup since it sees
regular towing duty as well as occasional trail use. I like to keep my stuff tidy and not visually
obtrusive, so I spent some time investigating what the center console area was really made of,
and found the perfect spot for me:. Fornstar Active Member. Was the console difficult to remove
and replace? I probably have about 5 hours into this between pulling the console, sipping cold
beverages while contemplating ideas, mockup, finishing it out with final materials, wiring and
reassembly. There are a total of 6 fasteners that hold it in place, all of which use a 10mm socket.
Joined Sep 12, Messages 47 Reaction score I don't have cordless charging and my phone
doesn't fit in those little flaps for the holder. Was thinking about removing that and putting my
CB there. Jim Ram Guru. Joined Aug 16, Messages Reaction score The CD replaced with the
CB! Very nice work! I would really like to avoid drilling holes anywhere. Fornstar said:.
TruckDriver Ram Guru. Old technology replaced by older technology haha, love it! I'm a Ham
myself, so I can see doing the same thing perhaps. Where'd you mount your antenna? Billy
James Ram Guru. That is a really slick installation; I like it. The only thing that was keeping me
from installing a CB was where to put it. I never use the CD player anyway. EdsGG New Member.
No signs of an external speaker, did you make use of one? IF not how does it sound and is it
loud enough to hear over road noise? Love the installation. Pino F Active Member. Joined Dec
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Reaction score 2. I like to keep my stuff tidy and not visually obtrusive, so I spent some time
investigating what the center console area was really made of, and found the perfect spot for
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could put together Monday will be calling Larson Electronics to order one of there no drill
antenna mounts. Have a configuration figured out using Ram Mount components. As far as the
no drill antenna mount goes had one on my last Diesel and it worked out great even with two
lights on either side on the antenna. Sorry looked and have no photos of that rig. SleepyWeasel
Active Member. Great install, almost looks factory stock. I'm looking to install a front mounted
speaker CB due to my hearing. My does not have the CD player anyways. What do you think the
max width and height of a radio would fit without extensive cutting? The radio I'm looking at is
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CB's? Thread starter azrebel12 Start date Mar 24, Patsy Spends too much time on here. Install
the mic anywhere you like. Gives you tons of flexibility. Patsy said:. Hi guys, the problems with
laying a cb down like in the console is 1st you can't see the front screen to make adjustments or
select channels and the build up of heat can be an issue. Most all offroad groups use cb radios
unless they run MURS radios or dedicated race radios but cb is the oldest and most used main
or backup if people in the group do not own the more specialized radios. I get 10 miles from my
house and lose cell reception. Joined Nov 10, Messages Reaction score Location lancaster, pa.
On a side note, I'm surprised anyone even uses CBs much anymore. I guess if you get out in
real remote areas, just want to party line surf or don't have a smart phone. I remember when we
were kids everyone had their own handle even if you didn't own a CB, because someone you
knew did. ZombieSlayer Active Member. Joined Mar 10, Messages Reaction score CB sits
upright in console right behind the phone charger, uses a 90 degree elbow on antenna
connection to save the wire Last edited: Mar 27, I don't have that center console Since I now
have most of tomorrow off I can mock up a couple of locations. Fornstar Active Member.

Wanting to put one in my truck also. I dont need it, but have always enjoyed having one. As of
right now I am not sure where to mount one that will not be in the way. Yeeyee Member. Custom
mini dash panel. Yeeyee said:. Rick Active Member. Only thing that needed to be mounted
within reach was the mic. I installed the box inside the glove box and ran the antenna wire there.
I had it rigged up something like this although not blocking a vent. There seems to be enough
room t
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o mount the box under the steering column in the Ram. You also have a fuse panel down there
for tapping power. Are CB radios still a thing? Thought they went out after the invention of the
cell phone??? Last time I used a CB radio was in the early 80's. Shootin' Nuke Member. Good
thread. I'm another believer in CB radio. I keep a small rig with a magnet mount antenna in my
work car Ford Fusion and it comes in handy quite often. Has anyone seen a "no-drill" hood
channel mount for antennas? I'd prefer to use a fixed antenna mount over a magnet mount.
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